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ITS SHOWTIME!!!

ShowTime Magazine was out an about the month of April 2022. We visited Krugerskroon, We were treated to see the Staccatos live and had an amazing dinner
with Louis and Elmarie from Krugerskroon. We interviewed Dennis Mc Beath
who has won so many races all over South Africa in the historic racing cups.
We traveled to Pretoria and even have shows from Durban. What a month it has
been. Gerrie had his birthday on the 28th of April and we had a blast of a month.
So enjoy edition 38 of ShowTime Magazine and remember you can share our
magazine all over WhatssApp with friends and family. You can also follow us
on Facebook to see what shows are happening all over the country. We are also
giving away lots of Turtle Wax goodies during the month on our Facebook page,
thanks to Mark from Turtle Wax South Africa. If you have any kind of show drop
one of us an e-mail or give us a call and we can come and take awesome pics for
your show. We also managed to sell our beloved Heavy Hitter Bakkie. But don’t
worry we are coming with something bigger and better. So hold on.....
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SS CLUB RUN TO
KRUGERSKROON
Gerrie

K

rugerskroon partnered up with ShowTime Magazine to
be their media partner in their future events that they
will be hosting. Thank you Louis and Elmarie for this great
opportunity we really appreciate it. In April the SS CLUB
SA had a breakfast run to Krugerskroon on a rainy day
which did not stop the SS CLUB from doing what they do
best. Krugerskroon is situated on Cnr Main & Oorbietjie
Str 1911 Lindequesdrift, South Africa, What an awesome

venue with great views, food and the best of all entertainment, Wow! We were impressed. You are most welcome
to contact Krugerskroon if you would like to have a breakfast run, car show or any event of your choice at this awesome venue. Back to the Chev Lumina’s. The SS Club SA is
made up of all kinds of Chev Lumina’s be it the bakkie or
car. You are most welcome to join the SS Club SA as they
always have something to do during the month to get that

petrol flowing threw your veins. We were very impressed
with some of the Lumina’s there, some of them stock and
some of them tuned to make a bit more horse power with
small tweaks here and there. Louis the Owner of Krugerskroon yellow Chev Lumina has never loaded anything on
the back of his Lumina and is an example of how clean and
neat a Chev Lumina should be as we here at ShowTime
Magazine appreciates how you look after your car.

J

aco Niemand is the president of the SS Club SA making sure that events
are attended and things are happening with weekends away and they
also do charity events which we here at ShowTime really appreciates a
lot. Jaco owns the purple Chev Lumina and his very proud of his ride. With the
morning proceedings done and pictures taken we headed inside for lunch.
While everyone was eating, Louis and Elmarie headed outside and scrutinized
the cars as they had some trophies to hand out, like the chev Lumina with the
lowest km reading, the highest km reading and so on. Thank you to Turtle wax
that also sponsored a prize. And a big Thank you to Krugerskroon and their
staff for the great service and food, making it the place you want to stay and
not go home.

SS Club SA consist of a family of people that all owns Chevrolet Lumina’s. Does not matter if it is a vehicle or a bakkie. It was first a dream, that was made a reality by Francois Lewitton and when he decided
that he could no longer chair and run the club he contacted Jaco Niemand asking if he was prepared
to take over the Club. Jaco is the Chairperson of the club since 1st October 2017 and with the help of a
few other elected committee members have the honor to run the club since then. A few most notable
things of the SS Club SA are as follows:
a. Each Lumina, part of the Club, has got its own identity by the look of the Lumina, either by the color,
mags or what the owner has made or added to the car.
b. The Club does not just cater for the owner of the Lumina but as well for the family.
c. It is also for us an honor to do charity runs and try to give back to every community.
We communicate through whatsup messages, face book and email all relevant runs and news of the
SS Club SA.
All completed events are also posted on our face book page, SS Club SA, and there are some previous
years events on Youtube as well as Petrol Heads, the TV program. We also love to do runs and events,
either charitable or other, with other Car Clubs.

KRUGERSKROON
Krugerskroon is an amazing place
with different pubs depending on
the event size they are having. You
can literally stand and be amazed for
hours with lots of old school engines,
wheels, bodyparts for old cars and
lots lots more to look at. Louis the
owner also is a vivid collector of old,
untouched cars with a collection that
will make you drool over and over,
you will not believe his collection until you see it for your self. So do your
self a favour and make time to go
and visit Krugerskroon to experience
this amazing place for your self. Even
the bathroom taps are old petrol
pump nozzles and they actually work
as taps. Out side you will find place
where you can make bomb fires for
that really bush feeling at night, and
on weekends you will find arts and
craft flea market with lots of goodies
to buy. Very interesting.

RUSTY BETTY

SFCPA

H e r nam e i s betty, and sh e is most su re ly o n e o f a k in d .
She started out life as a Isuzu Shorty pick up, and since then and
now she has had a few modifications done.

I

first saw the car on a video that my
mother sent me, back in 2018 and was
instantly in love with this ride, I have
had some rust buckets before but never
one like this. Beginning of 2022 me
and Bones went to one of my friends,

Gerdus the owner of Rusty rides and
while browsing the many beautiful cars
he had, I stumbled upon this beauty.
She was done, her show days
where over, no spark in the engine,
no brakes, no clutch, no turbo

and even worse no gear lever.
But even Gerdus could not deny
that this car was built for me.
A few days past and there Betty was
in my driveway, and with that the work
began.

CLICK HERE TO
WATCH YOUTUBE
VIDEO ON BETTY

F

irst things first, we returned the
motor, fixed the wiring, replaced
damaged wire plugs, spark plugs, exhaust branch fitment, rebuild the water system, rebuild the fueling system

and added new pumps and seals. Then
it was the inside of the car, a good
clean up, and some engineering work
we added a custom flicker switch,
custom gear knob, some gauges and

yes new power line to most of it.
The wheels where removed and inspected, the break system rebuild from
booster to calibers, new brake pads, o
did I mention it is disc brakes all around.

T

hen the engine bay/
area as we would say,
in there is a comfy 3ltr
24valve 7m Toyota motor
with the GTE conversion

Future plans are as follows:
Well the new turbo has been acquired, some minor engine work
needs to be done, and then it’s time for the new look, we are going
with a total revamp to make sure this beautiful lady will keep on impressing people for years to come. Rat rods are not just another drive
it’s a lifestyle, a commitment and I will not have it any other way.

done already connected to a R21 gearbox, all
of this is run by a power mods SA ecu system.
The pick up has been in the

car scene for many years
now, and I recently won a
trophy for one of the top
10 cars at Toys for Boyz
2022.

CANCER
SHOW
GERRIE

E

very year StreetGlow is the chosen host to put together the Cansa show to raise money for people with
cancer. Every year StreetGlow out do them selfs. This year
they managed to raise a whopping R50 000. Que Govender would like to thank each and everyone of you who

supported this cause.

T

his April that passed, the stage was set to have the
cancer show at a mall near centurion on the rooftop,
amazing venue we must ad. Show and Shine and sound off
was set to be the order of the day. Turtle wax SA came on
board as a big sponsor for Turtle wax prizes for Show and

shine and they also made a hamper worth R2000 rand to
be won and all proceeds would then go to the cancer association.

W

e would also like to
thank Andrew from
DSM Customs who
also made a great amount of
cash for Cancer. Although it
rained most of the day, 5pm

the rain stopped and the DSM Customs with a 157.3
show continued till late in DB’s. Well done with big
the evening. Vino from team numbers.
Ananzi was the loudest of
the day with a 163.7 DB’s
followed by Andrew from

TEAM A TECH 163.7 db’s

Auto Centre

Menlyn, Strydom Park, Pietermaritzburg

Auto Repair and Service
Keeping Your Ride on the Road
All Manufacturers Servicing, Gearbox and Engine Overhauls,
Vehicle Inspections, Shocks, Batteries, Wheel Alignment,
Brake Services, And More

Call us now
012 001 1045

Pretoria – Menlyn

Shop No. C1 & C5, Menlyn Retail
Park, 149 Garsfontein Road, Menlyn,
Pretoria

010 882 7450

Randburg – Strydom Park

Unit 2 Commercial City, Cnr Tungsten
Road & Malibongwe Drive,
Strydom Park, Randburg

079 139 1240

KZN – Pietermaritzburg
7 Oldham Place,
Allandale,
Pietermaritzburg

KRUGERSKROON
CELEBRATES
DENNIS MCBEATH
GERRIE
DENNIS AND MPITI’s HISTORY
Dennis acquired Mpiti from Terry Townsends wife, after
passing in 2009.
She knew Dennis as a “Renault” man – he raced an R10 for
many years and helped Terry on a few occasions.
Dennis raced Mpiti in its present form, but found the motor
not very strong and it did not handle well. He then rebuilt an
engine to Alpine specifications, with a bigger bore, to increase the capacity to 1750cc. He also modified the Cylinder
head to a full Hemi head and did some suspension modifications by strengthening the springs.
The car became competitive and Dennis won the Championships in the category pre ’68 Sports and GT in 2011, 2013,
2014 and 2015.
In 2012 Dennis crashed Mpiti in Welkom/Phakisa and had
to rebuilt the whole front, he has front and back moulds for
Fibreglass Bodywork.
Since 2016 he changed to the Pursuit series. Which is a
handicap race – the fastest car starts last, theoretically all
cars should finish at the same time.
Mpiti being one of the fastest cars in the series always started from the back of the grid. Sometimes even 5 minutes
behind the first car, making it quite a challenge with a field
of 30 cars, but very much fun!
Dennis and Mpiti’s last race were at Zwartkops in the International “Passion for Speed” race at the end of January
2020. Sadly, then came Lock down.

ShowTime Magazine had the opportunity to ask Dennis McBeath
a couple of questions.

Q1. What is your favorite car?
Answer: Porche 911
Q2. Favorite Racing track you raced on?
Answer: The old Kyalami racing track.
Q3. What is the fastest you have been in your
racing car?
Answer: 208 km/h in 4th gear, still had a 5th
gear left.
Q4. How many KW does your racing car
make?
Answer: 120 KW from a 1964 model car.
Q5. How do you feel about electric cars?
Answer: I don’t feel about them at all, They
wont be practical in SA with the load shedding.
Q6. Who was your favorite racing driver?
Answer: Ayrton Senna
Q7. In order to win a race, does it depend on
the driver or a fast car?
Answer: Its having a reliable car and being
consistent in racing and have speed.
Q8. How did you get involved in racing?
Answer: I started racing motor bikes when i
was 19 years old, I have been racing for more
than 50 years.
Q9. How do you drive on public roads?
Answer: I have my wife sitting next to me and
telling me to watch the speed limit.

CLICK
HERE
TO
WATCH
THE
LIVE
INTERVIEW
WITH
DENNIS

Later that evening after interviewing
Dennis, The Staccatos who is both
in their 70’s already, took us back in
time with their awesome old school
music and their hit number CRY TO
ME. The barn was set up to match the
era for the evening and it was wow!!
It really felt like we stepped back in
time with stunning table set ups and
the stage with all the old school cars
in the back ground. Krugerskroon we
take our hats of to you, we had an
amazing time with food from the old
days which my mom use to make and
might I ad the food was mince Baboti on rice and salad. Just absolutely
tasty. Thank you for having us and we
will be back soon.

THE STACCATOS
The band was formed by Brian Le Gassick in 1961 while he was studying at Damelin College. In the latter part of 1963, the Staccatos won a competition, and they became known as the “Beatles
Of South Africa” and part of their prize was a recording contract with EMI. SA’s first Super Group “Come back Silly Girl” entered the charts on 17 December 1965 and reached the number two position on the Springbok Hit Parade. The song put the Band on the map, as this was also their first chart topper. The Staccatos entered the Springbok Radio hit parade in August 1968 with the Terry
Dempsey composition ‘Butchers and Bakers’. ‘B&B’ spent 10 weeks on the charts peaking at number 2. At the end of 1968 the Staccato’s recorded their biggest hit ‘Cry to me.’ The song went to
#1 and spent 38 weeks on the charts during 1969!!!. No other local or international hit featured on the Springbok Radio hit parade could ever improve on this exceptional chart run of 38 weeks.
The song’s popularity surged after The Staccatos had performed the song live in the controversial movie ‘Katrina’. We wonder if anyone knows how many copies of the single were sold in SA in the
late sixties/early seventies? For the first time in South Africa a 4th Gold Disc (for sales in excess of 400 000 was awarded to a song), and it was to ‘Cry to me’ at the time.

DSM CUSTOMS
SHOW AT HTS TUINE

D

SM Customs recently had a show in Pretoria at HTS Tuine with a whole lot of things to do like show and shine and sound off. Vino from TeamA-TECH managed a 161.8 decibels and in the process break the car’s windscreen. The school it self also had an event with potjie kos competition, bull riding and lots of things to keep the kids busy. ShowTime was invited and these are the pics for your pleasure to enjoy.

GERRIE

PS GAMERS CHECK THIS!

STANCE BY
THE POINT
Mohamed
Riaaz
Fakie

S

tance by the point was organised by Loud addicts
in Durban, what an amazing venue to do a car
show with the sea in the back ground we couldn’t
ask for a better place to take photo’s. With some of the

hottest Golf 1’s we have seen in a while, Durban never land on the cars and dirty them. But never the less the
disappoints. Show and Shine was on the cards and day went as planned and we had an awesome day. Thank
people had to make sure their cars are spotless clean, for the invite, we can not wait for the next one.
we sure it was a mission as the salt in the air tends to

R500
cash

BLAKE ERASMUS

He r n am e i s Bl ake a n d she is only 2 ye a rs o ld a n d a lre a d y
s h e i s a sound fanatic fo llo win g in her f a t h e rs f o o t s t e p s .
GERRIE

B

egin them young they said. This is the case
with Andrew Erasmus from DSM Customs
in Pretoria. Andrew decided to build this
sound bakkie for his daughter Blake Erasmus.
She already ran the car in the sound lanes and

managed a 163.4 decibels, that is an awesome amount of batteries and amplifiers and weighs a
number for a child 2 years old. Well done Blake. pretty heavy penny running a 2 litre Opel motor to
The vision of Blake’s bakkie is to achieve the 170 carry this heavy weight.
decibel mark which Andrew said will be close in the
near future. The bakkie is powered by a enormous

2

Massive American Bass
18volts amplifiers which
came out of the famous DR Decibel mini is now powering Blake’s
bakkie which they bought from

Jaco a while back. Running 6x
Ice Power 715 subswoofers each
in their own enclosure to make
sure if something goes wrong
they wont all blow up at once. To

run these amplifiers Andrew opted for 11 x 12volt batteries and
4x 2 volt batteries with a Ground
Zero amp to run the mid speakers.

A

ndrew mentioned that
there is still plenty work
to be done to reach the 170
db goal. There is a 45mm bullet proof windscreen. This
bakkie is also one of the No

Holds Barred cars to do a
big number and demo’s as
well as hair tricks. At one of
the recent shows using only
1 amplifier they managed a
165 dB’s on only 1,33 ohms

start up load and raised up
to 5.46 Ohms which means it
was running on small power.

Shout out goes too Romano Bowles who did all the steel work.
Danievan Tonder for all the wood work on the canopy.
Savannah Erasmus for all the cement and paint work.
Ice Power for the Subs woofers and IPBR50000.1 amps

THIS IS HAIR TRICKS DONE WITH SOUND FROM BLAKE’S BAKKIE

T3 Motorshow
& BUSINESS EXPO

JUAN

H

ope everyone is doing well and keeping warm.
It seems to be that shows are back on the up
and up. Things are slowly building back up and
we can see it in the support and numbers of people
attending shows. This was good news for T3 events

as their show was attended by a good amount of
people and cars. There were food stalls and a bar so
no shortages there. For those who wanted to take part
in some show and shine competition, T3 events had
them covered. There was some sound testing going

on as well but I feel the show and shine cars kinda
took over the event which was epic and something
different to see. The stance game is growing and we
cant wait to see where it goes. Till next time enjoy!!

There was some old school cars that have been kept original and clean for example there was a ford cortina that was absolutely beautiful for its age. Here we have
some new kids on the block or young bloods if you will. These cars have been modified to the extreme side of automotive tuning for example we have here @sti_
kaiju a stunning Subaru sti with lots of work done to it. The car is lady owned and that makes us super happy that more women are getting involved with motor sport.
We also spotted a good few 1400 bakkies but believe me when i say these bakkies are on another level. From the different engine swaps and turbo conversions to epic paint work
each one was special in its own way.

Featured a while ago in ShowTime magazine.
LOUDEST OF THE DAY

FIRED UP
AUDIO EVENTS
@ THE BEACH BAR
JUAN

Fired up audio decided to host a sound show @ The Beach Bar in
Pretoria the venue that was picked is epic, as there was enough space
for parking and for show proceedings. Fired up audio had a db meter
set up where guys and gals could test their sound and show off their
cars. They also had a show and shine competition for the clean car
fanatics to take part in. The Beach Bar was awesome, the floor was
beach sand and there was wooden decking all around. The place gave
you the feeling that you are on the beach with the benefit of having a
bar right next to you. Over all the experience was great and cant wait
to be at the next one.

We are from fired up events we are, Gerald Botha senior, Miemie botha, Carmen botha, Gerald botha junior, Hennie botha . We own fired up audio we host car events everywhere. We love being with
people who have joy in their cars. Ive learnt in these past few months that a car is a persons pride and joy and we are here to help each and everyone with their car sound builds. We strive to see more
people, more cars, more smiles and.. dbs running higher than ever. Most importantly, being a family with everyone. We are planning in the future to travel on roads less traveled on, this does not scare
us we have up to 19 shows in the plans so lets see where this road takes us.
Special thanks to, Midnight Customs Crew Turtle Wax, , Louis Van Dyk , Andre Kruger, Hennie Jacobs, Stephan Wyngaardt, Jp Kruger

WASH
WORX
CAR SHOW
N

itro crew recently had an event at Wash Worx
with their launch of their new car wash. We saw
some awesome old school cars and some new
ones too. There was a show and shine and sound off

which you could enter to win a trophy. For us here
at ShowTime Magazine the old school beetles looked
just to awesome parked side by side. A fair amount of
VW Golf 1’s was also on display as well as some old

MINTED/CNTNT
GERRIE

school BMW’s. Well done Nitro crew on an awesome
show hosted and thank you to Lloyd from Minted
content for the photo’s. Awesome, we love your work.

pH BALANCED

SNOW FOAM

AUTO EXPRESS COMMENDED
Job: 4031 HYBRID SNOW FOAM 2.5L UK
FAW MASTER 53141
Date: 22/10/2018
95 X 125 MM

bubble
gumscent

can also be used by hand

BEFORE

AFTER

high foaming cleaning power

TRY IT NOW. Available in stores and online
Watch the ‘HOW TO’ video HERE
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